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Hyper focus
The magazine media industry is on the brink of a new chapter in its history,
morphing from transactional, print advertising to being hyper-focused on
building lasting and profitable relationships with readers.

H

istorically, several print magazine
companies have made around 70 per
cent of their revenues through print
advertising, but many now recognise they must
“future proof” their companies by diversifying
their portfolios.
As the magazine media industry shifts away
from its shrinking print advertising revenue
model, innovative magazine media companies
are adopting diversified consumer-facing
revenue models with an emphasis on digital
subscriptions, memberships, events, ecommerce, licensed goods and more.

The reader relationship strategy is about
creating engagement, customer satisfaction
and lifetime value with users through targeted
content, products, advertising and services for
individual customers. It’s about collecting user
data with permission through registration and
paywalls and leveraging these data to drive
user satisfaction.
“Our brands and broad print distribution are
no longer enough. The Internet requires media
companies to build personal relationships with
readers. Our ability to capture interaction data
at scale, turn it to insight and leverage it broadly
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across our organisation will define our success,”
said Hearst Magazines president Troy Young in
a 2019 memo to staff, reported by WWD.
The relationship strategy begins with a robust
reader database, which most magazine media
companies build by gathering usage data
through their digital and print businesses. The
next step is to analyse these data using internal
or purchased technologies designed to synthesise usage trends and surface trends that pave
the way for new businesses. Ongoing analytics
of these data can facilitate a variety of relationship tactics – to be discussed in this report.
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“Our brands and broad print distribution are not enough. The Internet requires media companies to build
personal relationships with readers. Our ability to capture interaction data at scale, turn it to insight and
Hearst Magazines president Troy Young (reported by WWD)
leverage it across our organisation will define our future success.”

01 The biggest relationship opportunity
THE FIRST STEP in building any relationship is getting to know each person.
In the magazine media world, that
translates to explicitly and implicitly
collecting personal data, with permission – explicitly through registration
process and implicitly through tracking
with cookies, by permission.
These data can be harvested from a variety of sources such as content registration, ecommerce, contests, third-party
advertising, customer service data and

more. Most data-driven media companies create “data lakes” from these
disparate databases, so the combined
data can provide a 360-degree view of
each customer’s content preferences.
News media companies have had a head
start in building loyal user bases through
their now robust digital subscription
businesses. The result is years of insights
into what works and what doesn’t work.
However, news media companies and
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magazine media companies are vastly
different in their audience proposition,
not all of it transferable. Here are some
key differences:

Contrasts between news
and magazine media

»»News media companies use their

daily publishing to their advantage by
selling subscriptions for a high volume
of content, including news and specialty content, while magazine media
companies publish comparatively
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fewer articles, but much more robust,
and much less frequently. Users now
split their media attention with a host of
influential experts on niche topics that
were once part of magazines’ USP.

»»News media revenue streams were

disrupted more than 20 years ago
when classified advertising all but
disappeared. This disruption drove the
industry to seek digital advertising and
subscription revenue to stay solvent.
Meanwhile, the magazine media industry’s disruption was more recent, as print
advertising is predicted to slowly diminish by almost half from 2013 to 2022,
according to PwC. Meanwhile, digital
advertising is dominated by Google and
Facebook, with limited opportunity for
media companies to succeed.

»»Magazine media has a history of

developing portfolio businesses, while
news media has tended to focus on its
dynamic duo: advertising and subscrip-

tion. In both cases, all media companies are forced to drive more revenue
diversification to stay alive and thrive.
All media companies face a variety of
content competitors. In short, media
companies are competing for attention
with a host of digital media outlets every
day. Print magazines don’t translate
well to online. Influential writers have
created their own popular platforms
without magazines as their platform.

»»Build artificial intelligence-driven,
personalised, email newsletters to
drive traffic, engagement and loyalty.

»»Identify, acquire and expand the

targeted audience through paid marketing, social media and SEO.

»»Build entire ecosystems for each

The magazine industry’s unique challenges beg for a variety of strategies
and tactics:

niche area covered by your magazines
including content, events, ecommerce,
newsletters, databases of related content, community, products and more.
Own the value chain for each niche
space covered by your magazines. See
the Dennis Publishing case study (p5).

»»Hire opinion leaders to write com-

»»Create a data lake with information

pelling content and drive traffic.

»»Build a daily model of content gen-

eration that is worthy of subscription.
Daily content keeps magazine brands
top of mind and drives daily habits.
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on each user in order to gain insights
about how to develop products for each
niche.

»»The New York Times feature content
subscriptions are growing faster than
news subscriptions. Crosswords and
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Food have six-figure subscribers each.
Soon, the Times will launch a subscription-only parenting app. Other news
media companies are encroaching on
magazine media space to gain subscription revenue.

01 PROPORTION THAT MADE AN ONGOING NEWS PAYMENT

»»Subscriber-paid video and audio are

an opportunity for magazine media.
Build a video and audio stockpile to
supplement text-based articles.

“There’s an opportunity to reimagine the
job of the magazine company,” said Grzegorz “Greg” Piechota, media researcher
at Harvard University and University of
Oxford, and noted expert on media subscription strategy. “The business purpose
of magazines is to inspire (readers) to do
something about their life. There is much
more money in inspiring transactions
than just inspiring with editorial content.”
Indeed, Dennis Publishing in the UK has
found a way to “own” the value chain of

Q7ai: Which, if any, of the following ways have you used to pay for ONLINE news content in the last year? Base: Total sample in each market = 2000, Taiwan = 1005.
Note. Ongoing payment refers to digital-only payments, print-digital bundles, and getting access to digital news when paying for something else (eg broadband).

Source: Digital News Report 2019, Reuters Institute

21 per cent of online car sales in the
UK. Their motoring magazine titles
are carbuyer.co.uk; Auto Express, Land
Rover Monthly, Evo and Octane. Dennis’
cumulative magazine content includes
27,000 car reviews, and 20,000 other auto
product reviews by 60 journalists and
editors, and 150 contributors.
Dennis’ newest acquisition, in 2017,
is BuyaCar.co.uk, the UK’s leading
car purchase and finance platform,
representing 21 per cent of all online
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UK motoring spend. The 2018 financial
results were GBP £57mn (USD $72mn)
turnover and 36 per cent of Dennis’
total revenues, according to Nick Flood,
managing director of digital at Dennis.
The acquisition of BuyaCar has been a
huge complement to the already robust
auto magazine business with a highly
engaged readership. The profitable ecosystem is a model for magazine media
companies in transition.

fippcongress.com
✔ Learn from media innovation leaders
✔ Understand the changing media landscape
✔ Network with 800+ global peers

Confirmed speakers include:
Media innovation leaders from:
Axel Springer, Condé Nast, Dennis, Dow Jones,
Hearst, Hubert Burda Media, Meredith, Monocle,
and many more...
⏩ View the speaker line-up
⏩ View the agenda
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02 The relationship strategy

“We have to be more thoughtful, research-oriented and data-driven,” Young
said at a 2018 magazine conference.
The relationship strategy requires a deep
understanding of each user through
audience data, and a whole-organisation
transformation that requires a customer-focus discipline. The collection of

The real-time data

rawpixel.com

FOR EVERY MAGAZINE media company,
the pivot to a paywall strategy underpinned by a consumer relationship
strategy demands a company-wide
mindset transformation, data-driven
tools and new talent to drive the
whole-company change.

collection, analysis and
targeting is the glue
that keeps customers
engaged with relevant
information.

audience data informs data analysis,
followed by targeting these anonymised
users with relevant content, advertising,
products and services. The real-time
data collection, analysis and targeting is
the glue that keeps customers engaged
with relevant information.
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“Advanced analytics is now key to acquisition, activation and retention,” said
Oxford, UK-based Piechota. “The future
of paywalls will be automated based on
data-driven insights.”

Consider the following magazine media
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transformations involving consumer-
focused revenue:

»»Meredith Corporation’s diversified

portfolio now includes about 45 million
subscriptions and drives about USD
$500mn in annual retail sales for advertisers through its retail brand licensing,
retail sales for advertising through
affiliate marketing; and ecommerce
businesses.

»»This year, Condé Nast is planning to

put the remainder of its titles behind a
paywall. So far, The New Yorker, Vanity
Fair and Wired are monetised with
digital subscription revenue. Later this
year, Vogue, GQ, Bon Appétit, Condé
Nast Traveller and Glamour will be
added to the list.

»»2018 was the year Hearst Magazines

launched an aggressive digital-first
strategy that included the thrust toward
targeted digital advertising rather than

mass advertising. Hearst has experimented with placing some content
behind paywalls, such as Esquire’s
popular political columns by Charles
P. Pierce; and have launched a push
in ecommerce, including $200 million
made in merchandise sales developed through Hearst Product Study,
according to WWD. Hearst also has
been experimenting with digital subscriptions, including Harper’s Bazaar
Bride one-year membership, including
exclusive content, for US$90.

»»The Economist is creating person-

alised, engaging experiences online by
leveraging its rich customer database
and a machine learning-driven engine
called Lytics to leverage an exhaustive
database of audience data. The strategy
has been responsible for an 80 per cent
decreased cost of customer acquisition;
a 3x increase of digital subscriptions
since 2016 by using behavioural scoring
and predictive modelling; and in-
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creased dwell time onsite with recommended stories for targeted readers.
(see The Economist’s case study on
pages 19-20)

»»Spiegel Online CEO, Jesper Doub,

is shaping its subscriptions model in
the wake of print advertising stalling,
and the Google-Facebook duopoly
controlling the digital ad space, leaving
a diminishing amount of ads for magazines online. While ads represent more
than 99 per cent of revenue, revenue
diversification is the answer, Doub said.
He expects a double-digit growth of
its current 67,000 subscribers paying
EUR € 19.99 ((USD $22) per month for
its Spiegel+, aimed at under-30 readers.
The fee includes the weekly print
magazine subscription.

»»Last year, Bonnier CEO Eric

Zinczenko was quoted at a conference
that he wants Bonnier’s revenues
picture to look like a “magazine mutual
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03 NEWS MEDIA PAYWALL PERFORMANCE

02 MAGAZINE PAYWALL PERFORMANCE
Economist, UK

430,000

55 GBP/quarter

New York Times, US

3.3 million*

$2 per week

New Yorker, US

167,000

$100 per year

Wall Street Journal, US

1.5 million

S19.50 per week

National Geographic, US

123,000

$12 per year

Washington Post, US

1.2 million

$6 for four weeks

The Athletic, US

100,000

$9.99 per month

Financial Times, UK

740,000

$3.99 per week

Der Spiegel, Germany

67,000

€19.99 per month

Guardian, UK

570,000

Donations-based
membership model

Nikkei, Japan

559,000

¥ 4200 per month

BildPlus

423,000

€7.99 per month

Sunday Times, UK

260,000

£26 GPB per month

Aftonbladet, Sweden

250,000

69 Swedish Krona
per month

Intuim, Hong Kong

230,000

HK$49 per month

Caixin, China

200,000

$29.99 per month

Folha de Sao Paolo, Brazil

192,000

R19.90 per month

Le Monde, France

180,000

€9.99 per month

Gazeta Wyborza, Poland

170,000

Z19.90 per month

Source: FIPP Global Digital Subscriptions Snapshot 2019. Data collected in 2018

fund,” with diversified revenue that
spread risk, rather than concentrate
risk in print advertising. “By 2020, we
want a portfolio where we have 33 per
cent print, 33 per cent digital and 33 per
cent from ancillary activities.”
Among the most successful magazine
titles sold behind paywalls, according
to FIPP’s Global Digital Subscriptions
Snapshot 2019, including the Economist,
The New Yorker, National Geographic,
The Athletic, and Der Spiegel (table 2).

The research includes the number of
subscribers as of late 2018, and the most
recent price charged to the consumer.
While magazine media’s digital subscription strategy is in its infancy, magazines’
distant cousin, newspapers, have finetuned the science of digital subscriptions and relationship building for years.
FIPP’s report lists the most successful
news media companies and their digital
subscription strategies (table 3).
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Source: FIPP Global Digital Subscriptions Snapshot 2019. Data collected in 2018
* The New York Times reports more than 4 million digital subscriptions, as of Q4 2019
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What is the relationship economy?
WHILE magazine media companies are transitioning from a

customer focus in your organisation. Test and improve the customer

transactional, advertising-focused industry to a relationship,

experience process including digital interfaces and live customer

customer-focused industry, it’s important to understand the

service.

components of the strategy.

 Grow valuable relationships: By serving each users’
According to the authors of the How to Succeed in the Relationship

individual needs over time, each relationship will grow as customers

Economy, the three major components of the strategy for media

find relevant and valuable products that make their lives easier.

companies are:

Invite everyone in the company to understand customer needs and
feedback. Sharing these results with all employees will go a long

 Make data work for your company: Use data and tools

way to change the company’s culture to customer-centred.

to identify your most loyal customers who represent the bulk of
your revenue. Target content, advertising, products and services to

In recent years, news media companies have led the way to build

them based on what you have learned through your relationship

successful subscription strategies around the world. Among the

data. Use data to tailor offers to individuals based on price elasticity

most successful have been the Washington Post, The New York

models.

Times, and Financial Times.

 Empathise with your customers: Discover

How to Succeed in the Relationship Economy

deeper customer needs through your multiple

is full of news media case studies and ideas on how

listening posts on your websites, through customer

to transform media companies into consumer-centric

service, at in-person events and create a 360-degree

organisations through subscription and audience

view of your customer over time. Build a culture of

relationship strategies.
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03 Audience relationship funnel
THE AUDIENCE Relationship Funnel is
a visual example of how to better monetise the consumer audience in a postprint advertising revenue world.

from fickle to retained after the
first discounted subscription
offer. Once retained, the next
objective is to continue engaging
the loyally paying customer with the
magazine media company’s valuable
content.

Targeted
Engaged

A registration wall on each magazine
media site can provide a more robust
and comprehensive view of the readers
consuming content. Importantly, it is
the first step in launching an audience
relationship strategy.

Registered

The funnel shows the progression of
converting a desirable, targeted general
audience into an engaged, then registered, then paid audience. These paid
audience members must be converted

Loyal

Paid
Retained

Lifetime Customer
© Data & AI for Media
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Finally, the company can only retain
customers for a lifetime if they hold up
their end of the bargain: To provide value
in relevant and engaging content, events,
shopping, customer service and other
benefits of membership. In other words,
give the customer many reasons to come
back on a daily and weekly basis. Delight
them with surprises and help make their
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A registration wall on each magazine media site can provide a more robust and comprehensive view of the
readers consuming content. Importantly, it is the first step in launching an audience relationship strategy.

lives frictionless and fun. Anticipate and
solve life’s niggling problems for them.
Feed their passions. Transport them to
content, advertising, shopping and entertaining places created just for them, made
possible by data and artificial intelligence
that enables personalisation.

»»Targeted: Find and convert your

target audience on social media, SEO,
marketing and through partnerships.

»»Engaged: Once they arrive on your

website, engage them in a personalised
experience, such as signing up for
curated, personalised emails. This is a
proven tactic to engage your users on a
daily basis.

»»Registered: In exchange for per-

sonal information and content preferences, reward the customer with a gift:
discounts, a free event, a webinar, a
gift card, special access to content.

»»Paid: Offer the registered user a

discounted subscription to get them
engaged with the content.

»»Retained: Once the discounted sub-

scription period is coming to an end,
send regular targeted offers in email
and as a pop-up on screen when they
visit the site. Artificial intelligence can
be leveraged to deliver personalised
marketing messages
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»»Loyal: Continue to send highly rel-

evant content and offers to loyal users
to keep them engaged. Use artificial
intelligence to identify readers who are
tracking to churn, and send targeted
reminders and engaging content based
on their preferences.

»»Lifetime customer: Continue to

delight and engage lifetime customers
with a variety of content and services
to maintain this highly valued relationship. Use data and artificial intelligence
to identify new products and services
opportunities that can continue to
strengthen the relationship.
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04 The advertising and
subscription balancing act
rawpixel.com

PRICEWATERHOUSE COOPERS predicts
a 6.2 per cent decline in print advertising
and a 1.6 per cent decline in print circulation worldwide for consumer magazines from 2017 to 2022. It also predicts
a 5.8 per cent surge in digital advertising
and a 5.5 per cent growth in digital
subscriptions for the same period.

digital advertising and 13.1 per cent in
digital subscriptions.

One of the most powerful diversification opportunities sits at the intersection of building audience relationships
and driving new revenue through
digital subscriptions and maintaining
advertising revenue, despite its decline.

For B2B magazines, PwC predicts a 5.2
per cent in decline in print advertising
and a 1.5 per cent drop in print circulation during the same period. Meanwhile,
PwC estimates a nine per cent surge in

On digital platforms, this balance is
tricky, as the paywall’s aperture must accommodate just enough traffic to satisfy
advertisers with a robust audience, but
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04 GLOBAL CONSUMER MAGAZINE REVENUE (USD 000s)

05 GLOBAL B2B MAGAZINE REVENUE (USD 000s)
Global B2B magazine revenue (USD 000s)

Global consumer magazine revenue (USD 000s)
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Source: PwC Global Entertainment & Media Outlook 2018-2022, Magazines

at the same time, charging customers a
fair price for valuable content.

Mather Economics, a data tech company specialising in paywall consulting
and construction, has studied the
delicate strategy of balancing digital
advertising with digital subscriptions
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Source: PwC Global Entertainment & Media Outlook 2018-2022, Magazines

for individual clients, so to not leave any
money on the table. By using the media
company’s audience data, and plugging
in advertising and paywall variables, the
publisher is able to optimise revenue
performance.

The Telegraph in the UK are expanding
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their premium digital subscription
business to include its most sought-after
content: rugby, politics (mostly Brexit
related) and business. Premium readers
pay GBP £2 (USD $2.5) a week. By the end
of the year, about a third of the Telegraph’s content will premium, up from
about 20 per cent.
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The digital subscription opportunity
for magazine media

Arvid Tchizhel, senior product development director, Mather Economics

EVERY YEAR, magazine industry executives

primary sources of information to make

Learnings from newspapers

ask each other the same question: “should

informed decisions about whether to

Magazines are in a stronger position than

we launch a paywall and start a digital-

proceed, and if so, how to limit risk

newspapers to be thoughtful and deliberate

only subscription product?” Condé Nast

while maximising net revenue.

in their digital subscription strategy. Many
newspapers were under significant pressure

has famously taken bold steps in this
direction by launching a paywall on their

First, there are many lessons to be

to offset advertising losses, and thus, the

premium title, The New Yorker, in 2014 and

learned from the newspaper industry,

path to launch emphasized short timelines

committing to putting all of its US-based

which has gone through a tumultuous

rather than investment in a strong value

titles behind a paywall in 2019.

few decades of significant advertising

proposition for the consumer.

loss and rapid deployment of paywalls
No doubt, favourable audience attitudes

and subscription products.

With a growing amount of successful
paywall case studies, newspapers are now

toward paid subscription products, and
pressure from declining advertising revenue

Second, magazines can determine the

revisiting fundamental components of

make the business case for a paywall more

profitability of a subscription product by

how to build and grow a sustainable paid

attractive to magazine media executives.

analysing their own audience behaviour

consumer product. Some key best practices

to measure impact on advertising and

that should be applied to magazines before

However, before proceeding down this

subscription revenues from launching a

they launch a subscription product are:

path, magazines should consider two

subscription product.
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Mather (cont)

01	
Identify and invest in your

customers’ lifecycle. Understanding the

04 Get the right technology

position of each user on this path and what

Approaching the technology decision

Simply launching a paywall on the existing

behaviours lead someone to move along

should start with the end in mind. Too often,

suite of products built for an advertising

the path will impact the types of tactics and

newspapers looked for outside vendors who

business model does not give the user a

tools you will use. Pairing this type of user

promised their solution would be the single

compelling reason to pay for access to the

segmentation with customer lifetime value

fix to every problem. Newspapers are now

site. Additionally, publishing additional

scoring is a best practice to identify how to

taking a more thorough look at their many

unique and relevant content will provide a

impact each user’s lifetime value and move

vendors and technology stack to determine

clear value for why users should return to

them along their customer lifecycle. A/B

opportunities for cost reduction and areas

read compelling articles.

testing tactics is a key part of being a data-

where modernizing the technology will reap

driven organisation.

measurable return.

value proposition

Some publishers have also introduced
membership models, which provide other
benefits besides content such as access

Assessing how the content management
system, customer relationship management

to events, exclusive promotions, and

03 Align the organisation

other features built to engage users into a

Many media companies are siloed in their

user authentication, checkout/payment

community.

operations which cause unneeded friction

processing, and analytics tools will execute

in building a great subscription product.

on the strategy (rather than fitting the

Marketing, technology, advertising, content

strategy to the constraints of the toolkit)

producers, and finance must all be aligned

is critical before proceeding with a

around a common set of goals and key

subscription product.

02	Apply data-driven customer
lifecycle management

Engagement, acquisition and retention.

performance metrics to successfully build

These are the primary stages of each

and maintain a subscription product.
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system, subscription/paywall system,
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Mather (cont)

05	Think of the user holistically

Engaging print readers to activate their

still stronger than newspapers. The eCPM

digital access will also help build loyalty and

and inventory allocated to direct sales or

Newspapers who have improved the user

make the eventual shift from print to digital

sponsorship are all higher for magazines.

experience have seen increased engagement

a product change rather than a customer

Newspapers have struggled with ad revenue

and revenue. Removing steps in legacy

stop with new digital acquisition costs.

and see a larger share of their inventory sold

checkout processes has a measurable

The key is to move from a product-driven

by programmatic ad exchanges for much

impact on digital conversions (for example,

strategy to being customer-centric.

lower eCPMs.

required for checkout down to five and

These lessons are a brief overview of the

Secondly, magazines have built business

observed the conversion rate grow 15 per

experience Mather has had with newspaper

models around the ‘rate-base’, which

cent overnight).

clients transition to a digital business.

guarantees advertisers a volume of paid

and make impeccable UX

one publisher reduced the dozens of fields

print circulation in return for a set adspend

Insights from data

revenue. By serving this business model, a

When comparing the current advertising

significant proportion of circulation (as high

Some newspaper publishers hastened

business model and opportunity for

as 75 per cent) is paid by the publisher to

the demise of the print product and lost

subscription revenue between newspapers

support the rate base. This has deflated print

potential revenue by not offering options

and magazines, two findings suggest a

prices and significantly impacted churn rates.

to subscribe to a print+digital offer on the

different approach and business rules where

website. Up to 40 per cent of new starts

revenue may be maximised.

06 Don’t forget your print subscribers

through online channels still include a



Mather Economics is a business consultancy based

print component for many newspapers –

Firstly, even though magazines see

in Atlanta, United States, specialising in data-driven

which suggests value in the print product.

pressure on advertising revenue, they are

revenue results for publishing and other industries.
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05 Types of paywalls
Paywalls are not one size fits all. Magazine media companies can choose a variety of options to fit their strategy and revenue goals. Choices
range from a hard paywall, requiring everyone to pay for access to content, to the membership model, which relies on donations for
content. In between, a variety of choices remain, including flexible, hybrid models like metered, freemium and premium models.

»»Hard: Times, UK; Financial Times. Best for
strongly engaged audience. Might be successful for highly specialised magazine with
rabid following, like Runners World or Wired.

already willing to pay. Usually implemented as
next step after meter or hybrid strategy is successful. Eventually, all media companies with
subscription strategies will employ various
iterations of a dynamic paywall.

drive clicks. Might
be a good model
for some magazine
media.

»»Metered: New York Times, The Economist. »»Hybrid of meBest for high quality, high volume content
organisations. Good for larger magazine companies with stockpiles of articles like Better
Homes & Garden or Car & Driver.

»»Freemium: Bild, Germany. Free articles

and some premium articles behind paywalls.
Best for smaller and medium-sized media
companies with fewer engageable stories to

tered and freemium: Aftenposten, Norway. Meter plus some
valuable content is subscription-only. Might be
successful strategy for some magazine media
with high-value content as well as commoditised content.

»»

Dynamic: NZZ, Switzerland; Wall Street
Journal: Personalised content to people
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»»Membership (Donation): The Guardian,

UK. Members donate small or large sums.
Non-members are prompted on each page.
A good model for a not-for-profit magazine
company.

»»Premium: Telegraph; Netflix; Spotify:

High-value content with a high propensity for
paying customers.
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06 Digital subscription success stories
SOME OF THE MOST successful customer-focused media companies have had
digital subscription or membership business for years, including the Financial
Times, New York Times, The Guardian
and the Times and Sunday Times.

The Times / The Sunday Times
The Times and The Sunday Times in
London (News UK/ News Corp) has
built the subscription product James
the Digital Butler with the help from
Google Digital News Initiative grant. The
yearlong project resulted in a 49 per cent
reduction in digital subscription churn

The year-long process built targeted
audience data by using the following
products and tactics:

»»15 email formats tested
»»six content recommendation models
»»five time recommendation models
»»six daily propositions tested
on a base of 117,000 subscribers.
The lynchpin in the reduction of churn
was the delivery of 14.1million personalised emails driven by artificial intelligence and machine learning. The emails
provide the trigger for the readers to go
to the digital platform.
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The takeaway was to leverage personalised emails to drive traffic across
platforms, which any magazine or news
media outlet could benefit from.
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content on multiple devices, on the
mobile app, the iPad app or the desktop
homepage tend to engage more with
the content. Those accessing content on
email, mobile or search are less likely to
engage with the content, he said.

The Financial Times
The Financial Times has 930,000 paid-for
customers, 730,000 whom are digital
subscribers. All told, the FT garners a 1.9
million daily readership, according to Director of Product Gadi Lahav at the Data
& AI for Media Subscription Summit in
London in February 2019.
The FT has practiced a digital subscription strategy perhaps longer than any
other media company, and has come to
the conclusion that while there are many
data-driven metrics to indicate potential
customers based on usage patterns,
the most reliable metric is their North
Star, RFV, an acronym short for recency,
frequency and volume.
The Financial Times developed its business-side engagement metric to identify
the degree to which each individual user
spends quality time with FT content. In
short, the metric analyses each users’

activity in the past 90 days to see how
recently the reader visited the FT, how
many times they visited and how much
they read in that period. The metric
is used to identify the most engaged
customers, those with the most lifetime
value, identify how to target content and
advertising for each individual. It is also
used to predict churn for those users
who are no longer accessing content or
whose usage is slowing down. “It’s all
about driving the habit,” said Lahav.
What behaviours drive habits? In descending order, users who access FT
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One of the biggest drivers of RFV engagement is the MyFT product. A simple interface gives each subscriber the ability
to follow topics of interest through a
Twitter-like experience. Once following,
followers get a daily email feed and onsite feed to articles of interest.
The number of B2C users quickly scaled
from two per cent in 2016 to 54 per cent
in 2018. Lahav credits better user experience features, such as more personalised content and improved timeliness
and easier follow/unfollow features. A
two-week study of the effectiveness of
the MyFT’s engagement showed an 86
per cent engagement, two million email
events and 5.9 million topic follows.
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The New York Times
Only two years after its paywall was
instituted in 2011, New York Times
primary revenue stream morphed from
advertising to subscription, after more
than a century of being primarily advertising driven. In 2017, the number of free
articles per month changed from a 10 to
five, in response to a stall in subscription
conversions.
Paid digital online subscriptions totaled
3.583 million at the end of Q1 2019, a
28.7 per cent increase compared with
Q1 2018. Of the 223,000 additions,
79,000 came from the company’s fastest
growing subscriptions, Cooking and
Crossword products. As of the end of
2018, Crossword has more than 500,000
subscribers; while Cooking has about
140,000. Together the two non-news
subscription products represent a 56.7
per cent increase over 2017.

The surge of subscriptions for non-news
products represents an inspiration for
magazine media company that substantial revenues can be made with a nonnews media subscription strategy.
Revenues for digital subscriptions in
2018 was substantial. Of the US$1.1 billion in total subscription sales, including
print, digital/print bundles and digital-only, $400.6 million was earned with
the company’s digital-only subscription
products. That’s a 17.7 per cent digital
subscription increase since 2017.
Ben Cotton, subscription growth executive director at the Times, outlined the
strategy to expand its paid digital sub-
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scription base at a conference in Stockholm in April. The strategy’s architecture
is built on the company’s KPIs, including
subscription, registration, engagement
and types of churn. It is driven by audience data and insights, and its tactics are
focused on testing and speed to market.
Cross-departmental teams work on
the same problem, including editorial,
engineering, design and marketing.
“Our clearest opportunity for growth is
getting the product experience itself to
get millions more people to engage and
subscribe,” Cotton said.
Experiments are performed regularly
to see what engages users. For example,
some recent tests have expanded meter
counts for some users, offering incentives in exchange for registration and
log-in, and free trials of varying lengths.
Readers are also invited to sign up to
registration-based newsletters and the
New York Times app.
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The Guardian
The Guardian lost £23million ($28.8million) in 2018, but broke even in April
2019, largely attributed to its successful
three-tiered membership strategy.
In order to adhere to their promise
of keeping its digital content free to
readers, the Guardian have driven their
ongoing campaign to convert 900,000
users from 170 countries into donors.
Of these, about 230,000 are print and
digital subscribers, and more than half
of them are digital only. About 700,000
more are either part of the membership
programme or made donations in the
past year.
According to Amanda Michel, the Guardian’s global director and senior product
manager of contributions, there are five
lessons learned in the past three years of
developing the membership strategy:

01 S tart by asking people to support
your purpose. Now, this request is
seen on all articles on the Guardian
website and in the newspaper.
02 Get your pitch right. This will take
tweaking over time.
03 Find the right place for your appeal. The best place is alongside
the journalism, Michel said.
04 Make it easy to pay.
05 Assemble the needed skills on one
team. The Guardian has a cross-disciplinary membership team that
covers technology, marketing,
editorial and user interface.
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The Guardian’s three tiers of membership and their benefits to customers are:

01 F
 riends, which is free and gives access to events, news and bookings
02 Partners, which costs £15 (US$18.6)
per month and offers a variety of
discounts and priority booking for
events
03 Patrons, which costs £60 (US$74.3)
a month and will include premium
access including newsroom tours,
printing plant visits and insight
into the editorial process.
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The Economist

paragraphs of articles behind the paywall before being prompted to pay.
The Economist’s paywall strategy starts
with aggressive marketing across platforms in order to feed the top of the
audience sales funnel with potential
subscribers. Audience members are
enticed with a low subscription offer in
order to go to the Economist to sample
the content for a limited time

The Economist has the highest digital
subscription numbers in the magazine
media industry. The success is attributed
to the ever-improving digital subscriptions operations, cross-departmental
teamwork aligned with the customer
and acquisition goals; and above all, the
high-quality journalism the Economist
brand is known for.

“We use social media, TV, radio and display, and a large budget to get the brand
out there. We’re getting people through
the door and subscribing – the challenge
is to retain them. But engaging them
with our great journalism means many
are happy to stay,” said Denise Law, head
of product at the Economist.

The Economist has a “hard” paywall,
allowing five articles each month until
readers must pay. After five articles are
consumed, the reader can sample two

The Economist’s teams of data, marketing, circulation, product and editorial
specialists are aligned to the goals of
acquisition and retention.
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The team is more concerned about profit
rather than volume. After getting potential customers in the top of the sales
funnel through marketing, usually with
a deeply discounted subscription offer,
the main challenge is to convert them to
a subscriber paying full price of 55 GBP
(US$68) per quarter.
Audience data tells the team that newsletters are the most effective way to hook
the audience and get them to convert
from a trial subscription to a regular
subscription.
“If we engage them with our journalism,
they are more likely to buy the subscription,” Law said, referring to the data-driven experiments done on a regular
basis to find out what works and what
doesn’t work in the subscription process.
First impressions are important to the
acquisition strategy. The Economist’s
team drives the “globally curious” target
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“We’re getting people through the door and subscribing – the challenge is to retain them. But engaging
them with our great journalism means many are happy to stay...”

customer journey from third-party platforms used for marketing, to the website
in order to engage them in the content
on the website, and then on to a new,
robust app once they have signed up.
In a recent article, Law explained: “A
year ago, The Economist made a big investment to accelerate the development
of economist.com and a new app — the
products that we believe are best positioned to attract and retain subscribers.
Economist.com is already a big driver of
subscriptions.
“Many people use it to sample our
journalism before deciding whether to
subscribe. It is crucial that we make a
good first impression. That is why we are

Denise Law, head of product at the Economist

focusing more resources on optimising
our readers’ first visit to the website, in
addition to improving basic things like
speed, navigation and performance for
regular visitors. The new app, meanwhile, aims to retain subscribers once
they have signed up.
“We now think more about lifetime value
for our subscription base. We want to
make sure the readers are happy.”
Nick Shaw is managing director
from Good Growth, a UK-based consultancy that helped to build the Economist’s digital subscription strategy.
He said: “The case study from The
Economist shows how a ruthless focus
on understanding the customer in the
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market and how they want to engage
with subscription, can drive sales
through a highly-structured process of
test and learn.
“Publishers worried about the medium
to long term should consider investing
some of the recent upside in similar programmes to understand how to grow.” 
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